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1. Psychophysical Models in Image Synthesis
It has long been known that the human visual system (HVS) is not a camera; the eye-retina-
brain combination does not simply record a visual scene the way a movie camera or video
camera does. Instead the HVS processes the image in a series of steps of increasing
abstraction. At each step some information about the scene may be lost and replaced by a
higher level representation. Thus the HVS is remarkably insensitive to the loss of certain kinds
of information in an image scene.
Conversely, since the HVS has evolved to detect meaningful patterns, it is exceptionally
sensitive to certain image characteristics, a case in point being vernier acuity. Vernier acuity
refers to the ability of the HVS to estimate relative displacements between lines or other image
features to a resolution much finer than the spacing between the rods or cones in the fovea .
Vernier hyperacuity accounts for the exceptional visibility of “jaggies”, the ragged line
appearance of lines drawn on a computer display without proper antialiasing .
The desirability of taking the characteristics of the HVS into account when designing image
synthesis algorithms has been pointed out before  . However, very little research on the
application of visual psychophysical results in image synthesis algorithms has been done.
However extensive investigation has been carried out in connection with reduced bandwidth
HDTV systems and improved definition systems compatible with the NTSC standard. Most of
the research of interest has been applied to reducing transmission bandwidth without
significantly reducing image quality, or to improving the quality of signals compatible with the
current NTSC standard.
These bandwidth reduction and image improvement techniques are not directly applicable to
the image synthesis problem, partially because some of them are concerned with overcoming
the weaknesses of the NTSC encoding system, but primarily because they assume as input a
high quality image sequence at a given spatial and temporal resolution which is then processed
to remove relatively imperceptible information. This is true of image compression techniques
in general, not just those of interest in the broadcast television industry.
In image synthesis however, one wants to predict what will eventually be imperceptible and
then avoid computing it. Consequently techniques which work quite well for reducing
transmission bandwidth or image storage size may be completely useless for reducing
computation in image synthesis.
While image compression and bandwidth reduction techniques cannot be directly applied to
the image synthesis problem they can suggest which psychophysical properties of the HVS to
exploit. Any HVS characteristic which has been exploited to yield a factor of two or so
reduction in bandwidth with little or no perceptible loss of image quality is a good candidate
for use in reducing computation in image synthesis. It may be the case, however, that the
method used in image synthesis might be very different from that used in bandwidth reduction
even though the HVS characteristic being exploited might be identical.
2. Incorporating Psychophysical Models in Image Synthesis
In the past filtering in image synthesis algorithms has been used almost exclusively for
antialiasing and the antialiasing filters have not been designed with the characteristics of the
HVS in mind. It is possible to do much more with filtering by capitalizing on the properties of
the HVS. The general idea of incorporating psychophysical models into image synthesis is to:
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• choose a characteristic of the HVS to exploit
• design a filter response to match, enhance, or filter out the image characteristic
• implement the filter in an efficient way
The first step requires a knowledge of the spectral characteristics of the HVS. Many
psychophysical measurements are taken at or near threshold where the response of the HVS is
assumed to be linear over a small range. Most viewing occurs under conditions far from
threshold. In spite of the fact that the linearity assumption is a gross approximation algorithms
based on this assumption can give useful results. The linearity assumption makes it possible to
use linear filtering which is much easier to analyze and implement.
With the spectral characteristic in hand the second step requires designing a two or three
dimensional filter. This filter will perform one of three functions. It may match the response of
the image synthesis algorithm to that of the HVS characteristic, thereby avoiding the
computation of portions of the spectrum which will be imperceptible. It may enhance the
response of the image synthesis algorithm so that the particular characteristic becomes more
visible - this is the case with edge sharpening filters for example. It may filter out the image
characteristic - this is the case with antialiasing filters, which eliminate edge jagginess.
The third step requires developing an algorithm that is more efficient than an image synthesis
algorithm which does not incorporate a psychophysical model. This requires some ingenuity
and an extension of the conventional image synthesis pipeline and is the subject of the next
section.
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   2.1. More General Filtering in Image Synthesis
Let us examine how previous image synthesis algorithms have performed filtering and
sampling. A typical image synthesis filtering pipeline for periodic sampling is shown in Figure
1. The image is either prefiltered and then sampled on a rectangular lattice or is sampled and
then filtered with a discrete filter, again on a rectangular lattice. The rectangular lattice used in
the image synthesis algorithm matches that of the display device so no sample lattice
conversion is necessary.
Figure 1  Conventional image synthesis filtering pipeline
The new image synthesis filtering pipeline is more flexible. There can be as many as three
filtering stages: a prefilter stage, a discrete filter stage, and a sample lattice conversion stage.
Each stage accepts both filter and sampling lattice specifications. The filters and sampling
lattices may be two or three dimensional. The filter specification for the prefilter stage will be
for a continuous filter; the filter specifications for the discrete filter and sample lattice
conversion stages will both be discrete.
Figure 2  New image synthesis filtering pipeline
The prefilter stage filters the image in the continuous domain and then performs sampling.
Several two and three dimensional prefilters have been developed . These filters tend to be
complex and computationally expensive. In addition some will only handle radially symmetric
two dimensional impulse responses . Others  will handle anisotropic impulse responses but at
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the expense of a three dimensional look up table, which can be unreasonably large. For general
purpose spectrum shaping it is necessary to have a simple, efficient prefilter which can handle
anisotropic impulse responses without requiring unreasonable amounts of space or
computation. A spatial prefilter requiring only a two dimensional look up table and relatively
low computation has been developed . It is being used to explore the application of anisotropic
spatial prefiltering to exploit the psychophysical properties of the HVS.
The discrete filter stage performs filtering in the discrete domain. The discrete filter stage may
be used instead of, or together with, the prefilter stage. Discrete filtering is a well understood
operation  and extensions to non-rectangular sampling lattices are straightforward .
The sampling lattice conversion stage is used to convert from the optimal sampling lattice
used in the previous two filtering stages to the sampling lattice used by the display device.
Sampling lattice conversion may involve either or both of two operations: decimation and
interpolation. Interpolation increases the sample rate and decimation decreases the sample rate.
To avoid the introduction of aliasing artifacts filtering must be performed for both
interpolation and decimation.
Any or all of these stages may be bypassed. For example, it would be possible to bypass the
prefilter and simply sample the image on a rectangular sampling lattice, filter in the discrete
filter stage, and skip the sample lattice conversion filter since the output is already in the
rectangular display lattice format.
In practice the discrete filter and sample lattice conversion stages may be combined into a
single filtering operation but it is important to separate them conceptually because they
perform different functions. The discrete filter shapes the frequency response to take advantage
of some psychophysical characteristic of the HVS; the sample lattice conversion filter merely
converts from the sampling lattice of the discrete filter to that of the display device.
Sample lattice conversion in two dimensions is relatively straightforward if linear spatially
invariant filtering is used but it is well known that linear spatially invariant filters have
unavoidable tradeoffs between apparent image sharpness, ringing, and rejection of spectral
replicas . The best rejection of spectral replicas occurs when an ideal low pass filter is used but
this filter has intolerable ringing. Filters which reject spectral replicas and have good apparent
sharpness typically have negative lobes. This causes black level clipping, an objectionable
image artifact . Non-linear or linear spatially variant filters may be able to overcome these
tradeoffs.
In three dimensions the lattice conversion problem is considerably more complicated since
linear spatially invariant interpolation filters cause multiple images when there is motion in the
image. Here spatially variant, and possibly non-linear, filtering is a requirement for acceptable
results.
With this more flexible pipeline filtering can be performed entirely by the prefilter, entirely by
the discrete filter or by both. Dual domain filtering may prove useful because a prefilter
capable of handling arbitrary filter impulse responses is computationally expensive and the
algorithms are complex enough that they are difficult to put into hardware. Discrete filters are
easy to put into hardware or program into current high speed digital signal processing chips
but they can never completely eliminate aliasing artifacts because they are applied after
sampling has occurred.
A combination of a prefilter with a complementary discrete filter could provide the superior
antialiasing characteristics of a prefilter with the simplicity of a discrete filter. Certain
specialized prefilters, such as the two dimensional box filter, are relatively simple to program
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and fast. Then, for example, a box prefilter could be combined with a complementary discrete
filter to yield the desired composite response. This kind of hybrid solution may well provide
superior antialiasing and frequency shaping characteristics at lower computational cost than
either prefiltering or discrete filtering alone.
It is important to understand that the frequency response and sampling lattice have to be
designed together to achieve the lowest sample rate. In the one dimensional case the sampling
rate determines how far apart the spectral replicas of the baseband signal will be in frequency
space. In the multidimensional case the situation is more involved. Certain sampling lattices
are more efficient than others for given spectral shapes, i.e., the sampling rate needed by these
optimal lattices to exactly represent multidimensional bandlimited signals is the lowest
possible.
Unfortunately, optimal sampling lattices are not usually rectangular although display sampling
lattices are virtually always rectangular. If a signal is sampled on an optimal lattice then it must
be converted to a rectangular sampling lattice for display. This conversion process may
involve one or both of two operations: interpolation and decimation. Interpolation increases
the sampling rate of the signal and decimation reduces the sampling rate. See  for a more
detailed explanation of sample rate conversion in one dimension, and  for an extension of these
techniques to multidimensional signals.
Choosing an optimal sampling lattice reduces to finding the closest packing for a given
spectral shape. For hyperspherically bandlimited signals the closest packing lattice has been
determined for dimensions up to 8 . As the dimension of the signal increases cubical sampling
becomes increasingly inefficient for hyperspherically bandlimited signals: in three dimensions
only .705 as many samples are needed for the closest packing lattice compared to cubical
sampling; in four dimensions the ratio drops to .499.
Three and four dimensions are particularly interesting for computer graphics purposes because
they are so common. Computer animation, which consists of a sequence of images, is a three
dimensional signal. Examples of four dimensional signals would be image sequences of fluid
flow or electric field intensity. Such image sequences are becoming increasingly common
because of the increased interest in scientific visualization. For these high dimensional signals
the savings from using an optimal sampling lattice can be substantial but interpolation between
the optimal lattice and the rectangular display lattice becomes more complex as the
dimensionality of the signal increases.
   2.2. An Example
A concrete example should make clear how the ideas discussed so far can be applied to a real
problem. Let us begin by assuming that we would like to take advantage of the anisotropic
spatial response of the HVS to reduce computation and image storage requirements. The
diagonal resolving power of the HVS is approximately .7 that of the horizontal and vertical
resolving power . This means that if an image is filtered so that the highest diagonal
frequencies are only .7 that of the highest horizontal and vertical frequencies the effect of the
filter will be almost unnoticeable.
The first step in exploiting this effect is to design a filter frequency response shape which
performs this diagonal filtering; the second step is to choose a sampling lattice which
minimizes the sampling rate required for this filter. To emphasize the importance of using both
frequency shaping and non-rectangular sampling together the effect of just frequency shaping
with rectangular sampling will be contrasted with the effect of frequency shaping and optimal
sampling together.
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The desired filter should have a frequency cutoff along the diagonal at approximately .7 that
along the horizontal and vertical and should be shaped so that the spectral replicas can be
packed very tightly. Such a frequency response is shown in Figure 3. Simple geometry shows
that the highest diagonal frequency is approximately .707 that of the highest horizontal or
vertical frequency. This spectral shape also has the advantage that it can be packed as tightly as
possible since the plane can be tiled with replicas of this baseband spectrum.
Figure 3  Frequency response of a diagonal low pass filter
Let us assume that an image has been diagonally low pass filtered and is sampled on a square






This sampling lattice will have the basis vectors shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4  Basis vectors for a square sampling lattice





and the baseband spectrum will be replicated as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5  Spectral replication for square sampling lattice
Notice that even though there are large gaps where no signal energy is present the sampling
rate cannot be reduced without introducing overlap, i.e. aliasing, between the spectral replicas.
If rectangular sampling is used then no reduction in sampling rate is possible and nothing is
gained by diagonal bandlimiting.




The sampling lattice for this sampling matrix is shown in Figure 6 .
Figure 6  Hexagonal sampling lattice
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The baseband is replicated as shown on the left in Figure 7. Notice that now the sampling rate
can be reduced by a factor of two in the x dimension without introducing overlap between the
spectral replicas. So with the combination of spectral shaping and non-rectangular sampling it
is possible to reduce the sample rate by a factor of two and still retain very high image quality.
This technique has been used in reducing bandwidth requirements for HDTV and improved
NTSC signals .
Figure 7  Spectral replication with hexagonal sampling
This example demonstrates all of the essential steps required in the new image synthesis
paradigm:
• choose a characteristic of the HVS to exploit
• design a frequency response to match, enhance, or filter out the image characteristic
• choose an optimal sampling lattice for the frequency response chosen above
• design a filter with the required frequency response
• filter and sample the image using the optimal sampling lattice
• interpolate the image back to a rectangular display lattice




Periodic sampling in N dimensions is slightly more complex than in the one dimensional case
because there are many ways to periodically sample an N dimensional signal. A periodic
sampling lattice can be generated by defining a set of linearly independent real vectors
v1,v2,...vN. Points in the sampling lattice are generated by
t = Vn (5)
where V , the periodicity matrix, has the lattice basis vectors as it columns
V= v1 v2...vN (6)
and n is a vector of integers. Figure 8 shows a lattice generated by the two vectors v1=[2,0]T,
v2=[1,1]T.
Figure 8
The corresponding periodicity matrix is
V = 2  1
0 1 (7)
The quantity |det V| is equal to the volume of the hypercube with edges v1...vN. Physically this
corresponds to the reciprocal of the sampling density. The continuous time signal x(t) has the
Fourier transform
















 X(Ω - Uk)∑
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where U, known as the polar lattice matrix in the theory of the geometry of numbers , satisfies
the equation
UT V = 2π I (12)
The spectrum of the sampled signal consists of replicas of the continuous signal spaced in the
frequency plane with periodicity matrix U. This is easiest to visualize in two dimensions.







The basis vectors for this sampling matrix and the associated sampling lattice are:
Figure 9




and the spectral lattice is:
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Figure 10




and the lattice is:
Figure 11




and the lattice is:
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Figure 12
Since |det V1 | = |det V2 | = 1 the sampling density is the same in both cases. Notice that using
rectangular sampling the sampling rate cannot be reduced without introducing aliasing. The
sampling rate can be reduced in the hexagonally sampled signal by a factor of two in the x
direction without introducing aliasing.






for values of the spectrum between -π and π. In this case the original signal can be recovered
from the samples to give









where the hypervolume of integration B is from -π to π in each dimension of the signal.
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